
August Ferdinand Möbius
Narodený:17 Nov 1790 v Schulpforta, Saxony (teraz Germany)

Zomrel:26 Sept 1868 v Leipzig, Germany

Möbius is best known for his 
work in topology, especially for 
his conception of the Möbius strip, 
a two dimensional surface with 
only one side. 



Henri Léon Lebesgue
Narodený:28 Jun 1875 v Beauvais, Oise, Picardie, France

Zomrel:26 Jul 1941 v Paris, France

Lebesgue formulated the 
theory of measure in 1901 
and the following year he 
gave the definition of the 
Lebesgue integral that 
generalises the notion of the 
Riemann integral. 



Felix Christian Klein
Narodený:25 April 1849 v Düsseldorf, Prussia (teraz Germany)

Zomrel:22 Jun 1925 v Göttingen, Germany

Klein 's synthesis of geometry 
as the study of the properties 
of a space that are invariant
under a given group of 
transformations, known as the 
Erlanger Programm,
profoundly influenced 
mathematical development. 



Georg Ferdinand Ludwig 
Philipp Cantor

Narodený:3 Marec 1845 v St Petersburg, Russia
Zomrel:6 Jan 1918 v Halle, Germany



Cantor founded set theory and introduced the 
concept of infinite numbers with his discovery of 
cardinal numbers. He also advanced the study of 
trigonometric series. 



Friedrich Ludwig Gottlob Frege
Narodený:8 Nov 1848 v Wismar, Mecklenburg-Schwerin (teraz 

Germany)
Zomrel:26 Júl 1925 v Bad Kleinen, Germany



Frege was one of the founders of modern 
symbolic logic putting forward the view that 
mathematics is reducible to logic. 



Ferdinand Georg Frobenius
Narodený:26 Okt 1849 v Berlin-Charlottenburg, Prussia (teraz 

Germany)
Zomrel:3 Aug 1917 v Berlin, Germany

Frobenius combined results 
from the theory of algebraic 
equations, geometry, and
number theory, which led him
to the study of abstract 
groups, the representation 
theory of groups and the 
character theory of groups. 



1) On the development of analytic functions in series.
2) On the algebraic solution of equations, whose coefficients are rational functions of 

one variable.
3) The theory of linear differential equations.
4) On Pfaff's problem.
5) Linear forms with integer coefficients.
6) On linear substitutions and bilinear forms...
7) On adjoint linear differential operators...
8) The theory of elliptic and Jacobifunctions...
9) On the relations among the28double tangents to a plane of degree 4.
10) On Sylow's theorem.
11) On double cosets arising from two finite groups.
12) On Jacobi's covariants...
13) On Jacobifunctions in three variables.
14) The theory of biquadratic forms.
15) On the theory of surfaces with a differential parameter.



Giuseppe Peano
Narodený:27 Aug 1858 v Cuneo, Piemonte, Italy

Zomrel:20 April 1932 v Turin, Italy



Peano was the founder of symbolic logic and his 
interests centred on the foundations of 
mathematics and on the development of a formal 
logical language. 



David Hilbert
Narodený:23 Jan 1862 v Königsberg, Prussia (teraz Kaliningrad,

Russia)
Zomrel:14 Feb 1943 v Göttingen, Germany

Hilbert 's work in geometry had the 
greatest influence in that area after 
Euclid. A systematic study of the 
axioms of Euclidean geometry led 
Hilbert to propose 21 such axioms
and he analysed their significance.
He made contributions in many 
areas of mathematics and physics. 



Bertrand Arthur William Russell
Narodený:18 Maj 1872 v Ravenscroft, Monmouthshire, Wales

Zomrel:2 Feb 1970 v Penrhyndeudraeth, Merioneth, Wales

In a long and varied 
career Russell published
a vast number of books
on logic, theory of 
knowledge, and many 
other topics. His best 
known work was Principia 
Mathematica 



Edmund Georg Hermann Landau
Narodený:14 Feb 1877 v Berlin, Germany
Zomrel:19 Feb 1938 v Berlin, Germany

Landau gave the first 
systematic presentation of 
analytic number theory and
wrote important works on the 
theory of analytic functions of
a single variable. 



Alfred North Whitehead
Narodený:15 Feb 1861 v Ramsgate, Isle of Thanet, Kent, England

Zomrel:30 Dec 1947 v Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA

Alfred Whitehead was a
mathematician and
philosopher who 
collaborated with Bertrand 
Russell on Principia 
Mathematica (1910-13). 



Ernst Steinitz
Narodený:13 Jun 1871 v Laurahütte, Germany (teraz Huta Laura, Polsko

Zomrel:29 Sept 1928 v Kiel, Germany

Ernst Steinitz
worked on the theory 
of fields. 



Félix Edouard Justin Emile Borel
Narodený:7 Jan 1871 v Saint Affrique, Midi-Pyrénées, France

Zomrel:3 Feb 1956 v Paris, France

Borel created the first effective 
theory of the measure of sets of 
points beginning of the modern 
theory of functions of a real variable



Waclaw Sierpinski
Narodený:14 Marec 1882 vo Warsaw, Russian Empire (now 

Poland)
Zomrel:21 Okt 1969 in Warsaw, Poland



Sierpinskeho najväčší prínos je v oblasti teórie množín, 
topológií a teórií čísel.
V teórií množín sformuloval axiomu výberu a hypotézu o 
spojitosti



John von Neumann
Narodený:28 Dec 1903 v Budapešti, Hungary
Zomrel:8 Feb 1957 v Washington D.C., USA



Von Neumann hlavná práca uilt a solid framework 
for quantum mechanics. He also worked in game
theory, studied what are now called von Neumann 
Algebras, and was one of the pioneers of computer 
science.



Kurt Gödel
Narodený:28 April 1906 v Brünn, (teraz Brno, Czech Republic)

Zomrel:14 Jan 1978 v Princeton, New Jersey, USA

Gödel proved 
fundamental results about 
axiomatic systems 
showing in any axiomatic 
mathematical system 
there are propositions that 
cannot be proved or
disproved within the 
axioms of the system. 



Alan Mathison Turing
Narodený:23 June 1912 v London, England

Zomrel:7 June 1954 v Wilmslow, Cheshire, England

Turing 's work was fundamental
in the theoretical foundations of 
computer science


